Effect of a novel designed intensive patient care program on cognitive impairment, anxiety, depression as well as relapse free survival in acute ischemic stroke patients: a randomized controlled study.
Objective: We aimed to evaluate the influence of a novel designed intensive patient care program (IPCP) on cognitive impairment, anxiety, depression and relapse-free survival (RFS) in acute ischemic stroke (AIS) patients. Methods: Two hundred forty-two AIS patients were consecutively recruited in this randomized controlled study and randomly allocated to IPCP group or control group as 1:1 ratio. Patients received IPCP and conventional treatment in IPCP group, while received usual education, cognitive rehabilitation training and conventional treatment in control group for 12-month intervention. Cognitive impairment, anxiety and depression were assessed by Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE), Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) anxiety (HADS-A), and HADS depression (HADS-D) at baseline (M0), month (M)3, M6 and M12. After intervention, patients were followed up until 2018/7/30 and RFS was calculated. Results: IPCP increased MMSE score at M12 and change of MMSE score (M12-M0), while decreased cognitive impairment rate at M12. For anxiety, decreased change of HADS-A score (M12-M0) and lower anxiety rate at M12 were observed in IPCP group compared to control group. For depression, decreased HADS-D score at M6 and M12, reduced change of HADS-D score (M12-M0) and lower depression rate at M12 were shown in IPCP group compared to control group. Besides, RFS was numerically longer in IPCP group compared to control group, but without statistical significance. Conclusions: IPCP presents with a positive influence on improving cognitive impairment and decreasing anxiety as well as depression, while a less effect on improving RFS in AIS patients. Abbreviation: IPCP: intensive patient care program; RFS: relapse free survival; AIS: acute ischemic stroke; MRA: magnetic resonance angiography; ITT: intention-to-treat; LOCF: last observation carried forward.